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“
aniel
Park’s
unapologetically
glamorous
interiors have veteran stature, despite his newcomer status.
Un-surprisingly, this former Broadway star acts as the
outspoken voice for first-time renovators who are ready to
break the mold but need a hand to hold. Clients anticipate
Park’s pizzazz (polished metals, shagreen skins, sparkling jewel
tones) to come through in the design, but also appreciate
that the 20-page “Welcome Checklist” they complete in the
planning phase helps keep the project true to their own desires.
Whether a simple redecorating or new construction, Daniel’s
devotion and thoughtfulness ensure even the “little gems”
– right down to the doorstoppers – are cast in the spotlight.

Our Turn-key Interior Design Services:
•    Interior Architecture
•    Interior Design
•    Kitchen & Bathroom Design
•    Smart Home Automation
•    Window Treatment Integration
•    Custom Millwork Design
•    Art & Antique Procurement
•    Complete Furnishing
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Once Park committed to the transition from center stage
to front row center in the classrooms of NYSID, his hunger
and drive to be the best instinctively shifted as well. Former
professor and now colleague Barbara Lowenthal
willingly wrote the letter of recommendation that landed
Park a job at Rockwell Group – the day after graduation.
After designing and building international 5-star hotels and
restaurants for David Rockwell, then Jeffrey Beers, then
Tony Chi, Park was offered the opportunity to serve as
Design Director for Lorin Marsh, inevitably redirecting his
focus to residences. Well-established by then, he started his
company in 2014 and continues to include his own custom
furniture creations – simple geometric, often art deco-esque
figures covered in exotic materials – for all of his interiors.
Through his extensive work overseas Park has maintained
close ties with an ensemble of international vendors and
artisans as he makes his mark in the NYC, NJ, and CT
markets. Sources say this elevates his contemporary sensibility
to a collected, refined level: antiques from France spruce a
straight-painted living room; a hand-knotted silk rug from Tibet
offsets a sofa. Park is committed to embellishing on a budget
and is determined to reveal the beauty in all objects,
including his client’s keepsakes. This high-low combo has rooms
paying a considerably low mark-up. Budgets are dissected
in
the
aforementioned
questionnaire,
and
while
the designer’s firm suggestions may breach that
number, they usually reflect an element of the project
only a trained professional would spot, clients readily
admit. Big things lie ahead for this rising star, so get him on
the line while he still takes his own calls.” -Franklin Report

